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Linguist Education Online
United we Grow
5th Online International Conference
June 23-24, 2022
6th Online International Conference
December, 2022 (actual dates to
be confirmed)
About the conference:
Linguist Education Online’s biannual Virtual International Conference is one of the highly acclaimed online events in
the industry, attracting hundreds of attendees worldwide twice a year, in June and December. You can view feedback
for the most recent event here. Among our attendees are hospital and court administrators, interpreters, translators,
and language service companies. Part of the proceeds for the conference is donated to various industry non-profits,
including such prominent names as Translators without Borders, CoPTIC America, National Association for the Deaf
and Women in Localization, among others.
Our theme for 2022 is United We Grow. We grow as a profession and as individuals contributing to this profession.
Our June conference will aim to explore this vital concept and talk about ways we can be more united and supportive
of one another on personal and professional levels, while expanding individual careers and the field. Participants will
learn from high profile experts, network with their peers, get inspired and earn CEUs. Sponsors can participate in
raffles by contributing prizes to elevate their presence. For more information about the conference, click here.
Option: This year we decided to offer an annual sponsorship option to our returning and new sponsors. Both
conferences will have a joint theme of unity and growth of the profession carefully examined and discussed in both
events. Sponsoring both summer and winter conferences will maximize your exposure and saves you 15% off the
total amount when you commit to the annual sponsorship at any level. While we hope for and await the end of the
pandemic in 2022, we will continue to offer LEO’s conferences virtually. Our objective is to continue growing our
online event brand, expand our attendees’ makeup and grow attendance overall. At the same time, we keep our
rates low for both attendees and sponsors, thus making ongoing sponsorship more attractive.
Please review the packages below and let us know if you have any questions:
Services@LinguistEducationOnline.com

Sponsorship Opportunities
Benefits
Prominent place on the conference
page

Silver
V

Gold
V

Platinum
V

Prominent place on the conference’s
official virtual backdrop

–

V

V

Honorable mention during the
conference and after the conference

V

V

V

in LEO blog
Complimentary registration

V
(2 people without CEUs)

V

_

_

V

_

_

V

June Event: $450
Both Conferences in 2022:
$765

June Event: $675
Both Conferences in 2022:
$1,147.50

Promo content

Social media acknowledgment

V
_

Rate

V
(7 people with CEUs)
V
Two company's articles on
LEO’s website pre- and postconference
V
V

_

Feature in the newsletter (over 14,000
subscribers)
1-minute speaking opportunity – a
video to be submitted to LEO
Marketing Director by 06/10/2022.
Bonus: 30 min prerecorded session on
a subject to be determined (not an
advertising)

V
(4 people without CEUs)
V
One company's article on
LEO’s website pre- or postconference
V

June Event: $200
Both Conferences in
2022: $340

For more information and to get an invoice, contact Services@LinguistEducationOnline.com with your preferred
sponsorship level.
About LEO:
Linguist Education Online (LEO) is a leading provider of interpreter and translator training and testing for healthcare, legal,
educational interpreters and translators, from preparation to state certification exams to continuing education units and
performance tests.In addition to individual linguists, LEO collaborates with state courts, healthcare organizations and schools to
provide quality training and testing to their bilingual employees. We also work with Language Service Companies testing their
applicants and helping them to maintain quality assurance for their clients. As we continue to grow, we are determined to
ensure that the standards of professional language services and language access are consistently upheld by our students and
customers.

